
CHECK YOUR SKILLS IN EXTREME CONDITIONS! 
TEST YOURSELF AND YOUR FRIENDS ON SMOOTING AND AGILITY! 

Factory quest recommends! 
 ARCADE SPY STORY 

“Do not be afraid of accidents, looking 

for adventure” 



IT IS REALLY CAPTURING! 
•  The latest convenient technological solutions 
•   Unique entourage 
•   Professional lighting and special effects 

GAME COMPLEX! 
 It is a set of small gaming areas, designed for groups  
of 2 to 4 people. 
•  Active competitive team game that requires players to 

take concerted action using physical activity. 
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VERY FUN! 
•  Fascinating riddles and competitions 
•   Automatic scoring system 
•   Teamwork 

What is ARKADE? 



Zone layout 
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3х4 м2 3х3  м2 Well height - 3 м2 



Entourage in the style of “spy stories” 

Reception and waiting area 
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Setting: Special Agent Training Center 
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1. Laser 



Setting: Fight with the guard.  A monitor and a dummy with a shock surface are 
installed in the room, inside of 7 shock sensors in different parts of the body.  The 
task of the player is to monitor the monitor on which the colors are shown, and to hit 
in the right places. 
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2. Fight club 



Setting: Japanese club.  Dance floor 
The floor shows 2 buttons in different places (at first it lights up for 4 seconds), 
players must remember the combination and stand in the right places. 
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3. Yakuza Battle  



 
Modernity.  Basketball court in the ghetto.  (Crime scene) The task of the players is to throw 
balls into the rings with a green LED.  If players get in a ring with a green LED, they are 
charged 50 team points with a sound of applause. If players get in a ring with a red LED, 150 
points are deducted from them with a characteristic negative sound. 
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4. Crime scene 
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5. Nuclear Plant 

Setting: we are inside the reactor control room of the nuclear power plant.  In the center of 
the room is the reactor itself, inside which are uranium rods.  Our task with the help of 
special manipulators is to act on the rods in order to stabilize the course of the nuclear 
reaction in the reactor. 



In the center of the room is a large TV with arkanoid. Players will control the platform on the 
screen by moving from one side of the room to the other. Moving to the left, players direct 
the platform to the left.  moving to the right, the team moves the platform to the right. The 
task of the players is to knock out the maximum number of “boxes” on the screen within 3 
minutes. 
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6. Harbor Browl 



Setting: A room with a supercomputer (mainframe) that players must crack.  The walls of 
the room below have a broken form. Push buttons with hexagonal sensors mounted on the 
walls and floor. 
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7. Mainframe 



Setting: Players are inside the casino, where they need to win a poker 
tournament. 
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8. Casino Royal 



Setting: parkour, a street in the style of “district 13” 
The goal of the players not to touch the floor, pressing buttons in a 
certain order. 
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9. Yamakasi 



Setting: (Crawling on ventilation) 
The player's task to search and defuse bombs, crawling through 
the ventilation shaft. 
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10. Die Hard 
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11. Turret Training 

Setting: Special Agent Training Center 
The task of the players is to shoot the turrets at the appearing targets. 



Сеттинг: Электростанция 
Задача игроков крутить вентили охладительной системы в соответствии с тем что 
отображается на мониторе, для того чтобы предотвратить аварию. 
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12. Cooling System 



Сеттинг: Клуб джентельменов. 
Игра на внимательность и реакцию. Задача игроков внимательно слушатьзакадровый  
голос и смотреть на монитор, для того чтобы быстро принимать решения и выполнять 
действия который он говорили, либо показывает 
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13. Simon Says 



Сеттинг:  Задача игроков не касаясь пола нажимать на кнопки 
на стенах, перемещаясь по специальным “камням” 
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14. Floor of Lava 



Сеттинг:  Cтрельбище 
Задача игроков стрелять по мишеням из 
футуристического оружия следя за цветом 
индикации на мишенях 
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15. Shooting Range 



Сеттинг:  Cкалодром в тренировочном центре 
суперагента 
Задача игроков забираться по уступам на стенах, 
чтобы нажимать на верные кнопки 
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16. Climbing 



Сеттинг:  Ограбление музея истории 
Задача игроков, держась за руки, создавать человеческий 
мост между подсвечивающимися точками 
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17. Museum Heist 



Setting: the room is decorated as a palace / reception hall.  On the walls 
most likely wallpaper.  Decorated with decorative elements for gypsum 
stucco, which can be painted in other colors. 
The task of the players, looking at the monitor, is to press the right 
buttons in accordance with the fast-running scheme on the monitor. 
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18. Conservatorium 
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19. Slippy ramp 

Setting: Training facility of the superspy 
The task of the players running down the ramp to get 
to the buttons. 



Setting: Biker Bar 
The task of the players to score in the pockets with the most points in 
the allotted amount of time. 
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20. Children of Anarchy 
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21. Facebook 

A room in which players must take absurd poses against the backdrop 
of an explosion on a task from a monitor, to create funny photos that 
they can get at the reception, and the club itself will be able to post on 
social networks. 
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22. Joker 

One player voices cards from the monitor, while other players look 
for them and click. 



SETTING: This is the CONTROL PANEL of the ROCKET 
COMPLEX of AIR DEFENSE 
 
 The task of the players is to detect and shoot down the missiles of 
terrorists with antimissiles before they fall on the city. 
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23. IRONE DONE 



Setting: Inside a supercomputer 
The task of the players to quickly count and find the right buttons with numbers. 
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24. Code Cracker 



SETTING: ROOM FOR INTERVIEW 

 The room has an additional stencil wall with frames and gesell glass. 

 Under each mirror there is a button that activates the highlight of the cell with a portrait.  Turning on the 
backlight makes the portrait visible. 

 There are special rolls hidden behind the wall, replacing the pictures in the frame in order to make the room 
replayable. 

 The task of the players to look for paired portraits 
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25. Lying detector 


